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Cboe BZX Exchange, Inc. (the "Exchange" or "BZX"), a subsidiary of Choe Global
Markets, Inc., submits this statement in support of the order issued by the Commission's staff
approving, by delegated authority, an Exchange proposal that would bring price competition and
other important benefits to investors seeking to fill Market-On-Close ("MOC") 1 orders in equity
securities.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Exchange formally filed a proposal to introduce Cboe Market Close, a closing match
process under new Exchange Rule 11.28 that would apply to securities not primarily listed on
BZX (the "Original Proposal").2 The Original Proposal was subsequently modified by Partial
Amendment No. 13 ( collectively with the Original Proposal, the "Proposal"). Under the
Proposal, all MOC orders designated for participation in Choe Market Close would be matched
at the official closing price for such security published by the primary listing market. On
January 17, 2018, the Division of Trading and Markets ("Staff') issued an order approving the
Proposal pursuant to delegated authority (the "Order"). 4 On January 31, 2018, NYSE Group,
Inc. ("NYSE") and Nasdaq Stock Market LLC ("Nasdaq") filed separate petitions for review of

The term "Market-On-Close" or "MOC" means a BZX market order that is designated
for execution only in the "Closing Auction." See Exchange Rule 1 l.23(a)(l5). In its
proposed rule change, the Exchange proposed to amend the description ofMarket-On
Close orders to include orders designated to execute in the proposed Choe Market Close.
2

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 80683 (May 16, 2017), 82 FR 23320 (May 22,
2017) (SR-BatsBZX-2017-34).

3

Partial Amendment No. 1 renamed the process subject to the Proposal as Cboe Market
Close. Partial Amendment No. 1 is available at
http://cdn.batstrading.com/resources/regulation/rule_filings/approved/2017 /SR-BatsBZX2017-34-Amendment-No-1.pdf.

4

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 82522, 83 FR 3205 (January 23, 2018).

1

the Order (the "Petitions"). 5 The Commission granted NYSE's and Nasdaq's petition for review
of the Order on March 1, 2018. 6 The Exchange submits this statement in support of the Order.
For the reasons stated below, the Proposal is consistent with the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(the "Exchange Act",) and the Commission therefore should approve the Proposal.

a.

Market Demand for Choe Market Close

The Exchange proposed Choe Market Close in response to interest from market
participants, particularly buy-side firms, who seek an alternative to the primary listing market's
closing auction as a means to obtain an execution of MOC orders at the official closing price.
Over recent years, the total volume executed in the primary listing markets' closing auctions has
increased more than 70%, from 200 million shares per day in 2012 to almost 350 million shares
per day in 2016. 7 Over that same period oftime, continuous trading volume has increased only
13%, from 6.11 billion shares per day in 2012 to 6.93 billion shares per day in 2016. 8 Closing
auctions on the primary listing markets amounted to almost 5% of the total executed volume in
2016.9 The official closing price for any listed security is generally determined by the closing
auction for that security held at the primary listing market. Market participants seeking to
transact at the official closing price must, therefore, participate in the listing market's closing

5

On February 2, 2018, NYSE filed a corrected petition for review and that petition is
available on the Commission's website at https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/batsbzx/2018/sr
batsbzx-2017-34-nyse-petition-to-review.pdf ("NYSE Petition"). Nasdaq's petition is
available on the Commission's website at https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/batsbzx/2018/sr
batsbzx-2017-34-nasdaq-petition-to-review.pdf ("Nasdaq Petition").

6

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 82794, 83 FR 9561 (March 6, 2018).

7

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 80683, supra note 2.

8

Id.

9

Id.

2

auction in order to receive the official closing price, as evidenced by recent marketing materials
from NYSE stating that their closing auction receives 100% of the market share in all Tape A
securities (NYSE listed). 10
In this environment, NYSE and Nasdaq have charged higher fees for participation in their
respective closing auctions than for trading conducted during the trading day.

11

Moreover,

unlike the fees they assess during the trading day, both NYSE and Nasdaq assess a fee on both
sides of the transactions that occur in their closing auction. As volume executed in the primary
listing markets' closing auctions has increased, those markets have increased the fee for closing
transactions disproportionately more than their fees for transactions during continuous trading.

b.

Description of the Proposal

The Proposal seeks to introduce Choe Market Close, a closing match process under new
Exchange Rule 11.28. Choe Market Close would be available only for orders in securities not

IO

See NYSE Open and Closing Auctions, available at
https://www.nyse.com/publicdocs/nyse/markets/nyse/NYSE_Opening_and_Closing_Aue
tions_ Fact_Sheet.pdf.

11

Over the last few years, both NYSE and Nasdaq have increased their closing auction fees
considerably. Specifically, NYSE's base rate has gone up by 16% to $.0011 per share (or
a capture of $.0022 per matched share). See Liquidity Indicator 7 in NYSE's fee
schedule available at https://www.nyse.com/markets/nyse/trading-info/fees; Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 68150 (November 5, 2012), 77 FR 67431 (November 9, 2012)
(SR-NYSE-2012-56). Nasdaq has also increased its fee by a much larger 60% to $.0016
per share (or a capture of$.0032 per matched share). See Tier Funder Execution Fees
for the Nasdaq Closing Cross in Nasdaq's fee schedule available at
http://www.nasdaqtrader.com/Trader.aspx?id=PriceListTrading2; Securities Exchange
Act Release No. 63852 (February 7, 2011), 76 FR 8791 (February 15, 2011) (SR
NASDAQ-2011-017). The capture from the top tier for closing auction trades is $.0012
per share for NYSE and $.0018 per share for Nasdaq, while their fees are much lower for
continuous trading - only $.00055 for NYSE and -$.00005 for Nasdaq. See NYSE's fee
schedule available at https://www.nyse.com/markets/nyse/trading-info/fees; Nasdaq's fee
schedule available at http://www.nasdaqtrader.com/Trader.aspx?id=PriceListTrading2.

3

primarily listed on BZX. 12 Under Choe Market Close, the System 13 would seek to match buy
and sell MOC orders designated for participation in Choe Market Close and would do so at the
official closing price for such security published by the primary listing market. 14 For MOC
orders designated for participation in Choe Market Close, Members 15 would be able to enter,
cancel or replace those orders from 6:00 a.m. Eastern Time until 3 :35 p.m. Eastern Time ("MOC
Cut-Off Time"). 16 After the MOC Cut-Off Time, Members would not be able to enter, cancel or
replace MOC orders designated for participation in the Choe Market Close.
At the MOC Cut-Off Time, the System would utilize time priority to match for execution
all buy and sell MOC orders entered into the System. 17 MOC orders for any remaining balance

12

Additional details regarding the Proposal may be found in the proposed rule change
published by the Commission and in the four comment letters submitted by the Exchange
in support of the Proposal. See letters from Joanne Moffic-Silver, Executive Vice
President, General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary, Choe Global Markets, Inc. to Mr.
Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Commission, dated August 2, 201 7 ("First Letter"), October
11, 2017 ("Second Letter"), January 3, 2018 ("Third Letter"), and January 12, 2018
("Fourth Letter"). The comment letters submitted by the Exchange are available at
https://www.sec.gov/comments/sr-batsbzx-2017-34/batsbzx201734.htm.

13

The term "System" is defined as "the electronic communications and trading facility
designated by the Board through which securities orders of Users are consolidated for
ranking, execution and, when applicable, routing away." See Exchange Rule l.5(aa).

14

The Exchange notes that the official closing price may be published by another exchange
if the primary listing market suffers an impairment and is unable to perform its closing
action process. See e.g., Securities Exchange Act Release No. 78015 (June 8, 2016), 81
FR 38747 (June 14, 2016) (SR-NYSE-2016-18) and (SR-NYSEMKT-2016-31) ("OCP
Approval Order"). See also Nasdaq Rule 4754(b)(8) andNYSE Arca Rule l.l(ll).

15

The term "Member" is defined as "any registered broker or dealer that has been admitted
to membership in the Exchange." See Exchange Rule 1.5(n).

16

Currently, NYSE designates the cut-off time for the entry of Market At-the-Close Orders
as 3:45 p.m. Eastern Time. See NYSE Rule 123C. Nasdaq, in tum, designates the "end
of the order entry· period" as 3:50 p.m. Eastern Time. See Nasdaq Rule 4754.

17

As set forth in proposed Interpretation and Policy .02 for Rule 11.28, the Exchange
would cancel all MOC orders designated to participate in Choe Market Close in the event
the Exchange becomes impaired prior to the MOC Cut-Off Time and is unable to recover
4

•

of unmatched shares would then be cancelled back to the Members who had submitted them.
The System would then disseminate for each security, via the Bats Auction Feed, 18 information
about the total size of all buy and sell MOC orders that were matched through Choe Market
Close. All matched buy and sell MOC orders would then remain on the System until the
publication of the official closing price by the primary listing market. Upon that publication, the
System would execute all previously matched buy and sell MOC orders at that official closing
price. 19

within 5 minutes before the MOC Cut-Off Time. This procedure would provide
Members time to route their orders to the primary listing market's closing auction.
Should the Exchange become impaired after the MOC Cut-Off Time, it would retain all
matched MOC orders and execute those orders at the official closing price once Choe
Market Close is operational.
18

The Bats Auction Feed disseminates at no charge current price and size information
relating to auctions conducted by the Exchange. See Exchange Rule 11.22(i). The
Exchange proposed to amend Exchange Rule l l .22(i) to reflect that the Bats Auction
Feed would also include the total size of all buy and sell orders matched via Cboe Market
Close.

19

The Exchange would report the execution of all previously matched buy and sell orders
to the applicable Securities Information Processor and would designate such trades as
".P", Prior Reference Price. See e.g., Section 4.8, Trade Condition Table, of the UTP
Participant Input Specifications, available at
http://www.utpplan.com/DOC/UtpBinaryinputSpec.pdf. See also Section 408, Prior
Reference Price Transactions, ofFINRA's Trade Reporting Frequently Asked Questions,
available at http://www.finra.org/industry/trade-reporting-faq#408.
As set forth in proposed Interpretation and Policy .01 of Rule 11.28, the Exchange would
utilize the official closing price published by the exchange designated by the primary
listing market in the case where the primary listing market suffers an impairment and is
unable to perform its closing auction process. The designated exchange would determine
an official closing price for the securities listed on the impaired exchange for which it is
performing the closing auction. As set forth in proposed Interpretation and Policy .03 of
Rule 11.28, up until the closing of the applicable Securities Information Processor at 8:00
p.m. Eastern Time, the Exchange would monitor the initial publication of the official
closing price, and any subsequent changes to the published official closing price, and
would adjust the price of such trades accordingly. If there were no initial official closing
price published by 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time for any security, the Exchange would cancel
all matched MOC orders in such security.

5

The Exchange has designed Choe Market Close to provide an alternative means to obtain
an execution at the official closing price without compromising the price discovery function
performed by the primary listing market's closing auction. As explained more fully in Section
II.a below, the Proposal would not compromise the price discovery process performed by the
primary listings market's closing auction process, because Choe Market Close would only accept
MOC orders. MOC orders that are paired with each other simply accept the closing price,
without adding to the price discovery process, in contrast to limit orders, which do contribute to
price discovery. Also, the Exchange would execute only those MOC orders that naturally pair
off with each other and effectively cancel each other out. The Exchange believes, and the Staff
agreed in its Order, that it is important to provide market participants an alternative venue to
obtain executions at the official closing price while not impacting the price discovery process
performed by the primary listing market's closing auction. 20

c.

Applicable Legal Standards

Pursuant to Rule 43 l(a) of the Rules of Practice,21 the Commission has plenary power to
affirm, reverse, modify, set aside or remand for further proceedings, in whole or in part, any
action taken by the Staff pursuant to delegated authority. Although the Commission's Rules of
Practice characterize this proceeding as a "review" of Stafrs action, the Commission is not
acting as an appellate body, but rather will decide de novo whether the Proposal should be

20

It is the Exchange' s intention, upon the Commission's approval of the proposed rule
change, to file a separate proposal to offer executions of MOC orders at the official
closing price, to the extent matched on the Exchange, at a rate less than the fee charged
by the applicable primary listing market. It is further the Exchange's intention that such
fee would remain lower than the fee charged by the applicable primary listing market.

21

17 CFR 201.43 l(a).

6
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approved pursuant to the Exchange Act's requirements. 22 When an exchange files a proposed
rule change, such as the Proposal,23 the standard to be applied is whether the proposed rule
change is consistent with the statutory provisions and the rules and regulations thereunder that
apply to national securities exchanges. 24 As noted in the Order,25 the Commission must approve
an exchange filing if it finds that the proposed rule change is consistent with those legal
requirements. In determining whether an exchange filing is consistent with the statutory
provisions and the rules and regulations thereunder that apply to national securities exchanges,
the Commission has consistently focused on Section 6(b)(5) of the Exchange Act, which
provides that the rules of an exchange must be:
designed to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices, to promote just
and equitable principles of trade, to foster cooperation and coordination with
persons engaged in regulating, clearing, settling, processing information with
respect to, and facilitating transactions in securities, to remove impediments to and
perfect the mechanism ofa free and open market and a national market system, and,
in general, to protect investors and the public interest; and are not designed to
permit unfair discrimination between customers, issuers, brokers, or dealers, or to
regulate by virtue of any authority conferred by this chapter matters not related to
the purposes of this chapter or the administration of the exchange.

22

See In the Matter ofNASDAQ OMX BX, Inc., Securities Exchange Act Release No.
65592 (October 19, 2011), 76 FR 66103 (October 25, 2011) (characterizing the decision
whether to grant discretionary review under Rule 43 l(b) as involving whether to grant
"de novo review of the Division's exercise of delegated authority"); and Options
Clearing Corporation; Order Setting Aside Action by Delegated Authority, Securities
Exchange Act Release No. 77112 (February 11, 2016), 81 FR 8294 (February 18, 2016)
(under Rule 43 l(a) review, the Commission is "conducting a de novo review of, and
giving careful consideration to, the entire record").

23

Such filings are made under Section 19(b)(l) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(l),
and Act Rule 19b-4, 17 CFR 240.19b-4.

24

See Section 19(b)(2)(C)(i) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(2)(C)(i).

25

See Order, supra note 4.

7
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In addition, under Section 6(b)(8) of the Exchange Act, the Commission must evaluate
whether an exchange filing would impose any burden on competition that is not necessary or
appropriate in furtherance of the purposes of the Exchange Act.

d.

Staff's Review of the Proposal

In evaluating whether the Proposal met these requirements, the Staff appropriately
focused its attention on: (i) potential impact on the price discovery process performed by the
primary listing markets' closing auction; (ii) potential for new market fragmentation at the close;

(iii) potential for increasing market complexity and operational risk; and (iv) the Exchange's
ability to monitor for, detect, and deter manipulation and violations of Exchange rules and
applicable federal securities laws and rules.
The Staffs review of the Proposal was based on a robust public record developed over
the course of a lengthy review period. That record included 54 comment letters, data provided
by various market participants that both opposed and supported the Proposal, numerous meetings
between interested parties and the Staff, and a memorandum produced by the Commission's
Department of Economic and Risk Analysis ("DERA"), which studied the relationship between
MOC orders executed off-exchange and price discovery and efficiency during the primary listing
market's closing auction. 26 In addition, the Exchange provided the Staff ample rationale and
data to support its approval of the Proposal. Based on this substantial public record and after an
ample period for careful review, the Staff issued its Order, in which the Staff thoughtfully and
thoroughly addressed comments both for and against the Proposal, including those pertaining to
economic and competitive effects. The Staff correctly concluded that the Proposal is consistent

26

See Memorandum to File from DERA: Bats Market Close: Off-Exchange Closing
Volume and Price Discovery, dated December 1, 2017 ("DERA Analysis") available at
https://www.sec.gov/files/bats_ moc_ analysis.pdf.
8

C'

•
with the Exchange Act, because the Proposal is designed to not advers~ly impact the price
discovery performed by the primary listing markets' closing auction and because the Proposal
would create important competition in the execution of MOC orders.
II.

THE PROPOSAL IS CONSISTENT WITH THE EXCHANGE ACT
a.

The Proposal Would Not Adversely Affect the Price Discovery
Process Performed by the Primary Listing Exchanges' Closing
Auction

The Staff correctly found that the Proposal would not impede the ability of the primary
listing markets to discover the closing price for a security. This finding was supported not only
by data provided by the Exchange, 27 but also by the DERA Analysis that studied the relationship
between the proportion of MOC orders executed off-exchange and closing price discovery and
efficiency in the primary listing markets. 28 The Staff correctly found that the Proposal
appropriately limits any impact on price discovery by matching only MOC orders, and not Limit
On-Close ("LOC") orders, and by executing only those MOC orders that naturally pair off and
therefore effectively cancel each other out. The Staff correctly stated, based on the public
record, that MOC orders, which "do not specify a target price and seek to be executed at the
closing price at the end of the trading day" are "by their nature, the recipients of price formation
information and generally do not directly contribute to setting the official closing price of
securities on the primary listing markets." 29 As the Staff observed, "matching paired-off MOC
orders in the manner BZX proposes would not affect the net imbalance of closing eligible trading

27

See letters from Joanne Moffic-Silver, Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and
Corporate Secretary, Exchange to Mr. Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Commission, dated
August 2, 2017, October 11, 2017, and January 3, 2018.

28

See DERA Analysis, supra note 26.

29

See Order at page 3212, supra note 4.

9

interest in the market."30 In contrast, the Staff found, "[T]he orders that actively participate in,
and contribute to, the price formation process in a closing auction-including limit orders and
unpaired MOC orders-would not be executed in the Choe Market Close and could continue to
be submitted to the primary listing exchange. " 31
While the Proposal may reduce the number of market orders pooled together at the
primary listing market, the Exchange would remove any perceived adverse impact on the
primary listing market's price discovery process at the close by publishing the number of
matched market order shares by security in advance of the primary listing market's cut-off time.
Any market information derived from the number of matched orders on the Exchange therefore
would be available to all market participants during the primary listing market's closing
process.32
The Staff found that the Proposal therefore was "reasonably designed to not disrupt the
price discovery process in the closing auctions of the primary listing exchanges and is consistent
with the Act."33 That finding was based on comprehensive data provided by the Exchange as
well as on the DERA Analysis. NYSE criticizes this finding because the Staff did not eliminate
all possibility of an adverse impact on price discovery. 34 However, that is not the applicable
standard under the Exchange Act, which requires only that an Exchange rule be "designed" to

30

Id

31

Id

32

Information about the total matched shares would be disseminated by the Exchange at
3:35 p.m. Eastern Time via the Bats Auction Feed, which is provided free of charge.

33

See Order at page 3211, supra note 4.

34

See NYSE Petition at page 19, supra note 5.

10
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further the stated goals of the Exchange Act. 35 The Staff correctly found that the Proposal meets
that standard-that it is reasonably designed to avoid an adverse impact on price discovery, and
that this finding was based on comprehensive data and analyses. Contrary to NYSE's claim, this
finding is all that is required concerning price discovery.
In its Second Letter, the Exchange provided data showing that a significant amount of
trading volume at the close already occurs on venues other than the primary listing exchanges. 36
These alternative venues include competing auctions run by NYSE and Nasdaq themselves with
respect to securities in which they are not the primary listing markets, as well as off-exchange
venues that match market orders at the official closing price. To examine the effect of the
existing off-exchange closing volume on price discovery, the Exchange provided the Staff with
the Exchange's review of a broad and comprehensive data set covering all closing auctions in
NYSE-listed securities for which there was both a closing auction and a last sale regular way
trade, 37 regardless of size, from January 2, 2017 through September 29, 2017.38 The Exchange
bucketed the data by the size of the off-exchange closing volume and by the size of the primary
listing exchange's closing auction. 39 In sum, the Exchange provided the Staff with the

35

In particular, Section (6)(b)(5) of the Exchange Act requires only that a proposed rule
change be "designed... to promote just and equitable principles of trade, to foster
cooperation and coordination with persons engaged in regulating transactions in
securities, to remove impediments to and perfect the mechanism of a free and open
market and a national market system, and, in general, to protect investors and the public
interest. ..." 15 U.S.C. 78f(b)(5). See also Section 1.c above.

36

See the Exchange's Second Letter at pages 4- 5, supra note 12.

37

Data points were excluded if there was no closing auction or no last sale regular way
trade that occurred between 3:55 p.m. and 4:05 p.m.

38

See the Exchange' s Second Letter at pages 4 - 5, supra note 12.

39

The data compared auctions where the off-exchange closing volume was either less than
25%, 25% to 50%, 50% to 75%, or more than 75% of the total closing volume for that
security. See the Exchange's Third Letter at pages 3 -4, supra note 12. The Exchange
11

Exchange's review of I 66,000 auction observations40 during this time period. The data revealed
that the average price difference41 between the last sale and the official closing price was only
9.09 basis points across all groups. 42 The Exchange also found that this price difference was
similarly small across all closing volume buckets executed off-exchange when the Exchange
analyzed securities based on their ADV instead of on the trading volume in the closing auction.43
Because the size of these price differences does not vary with the level of off-exchange closing
volume, it follows that these price differences - and accordingly the quality of price discovery are not impacted by off-exchange closing volumes.
NYSE contends that price discovery is a particularly serious problem for less liquid
stocks, supposedly because that is where disruptions in the price discovery process could be most
harmful, 44 However, the Exchange provided data showing, and the Staff correctly found in its

also bucketed the data amongst closing auctions with 1,000,000 shares or more, 100,000
to 1,000,000 shares, 10,000 to I 00,000 shares, 1,000 to 10,000 shares. Id The data also
included closing auctions with imbalances of 50% or more of the paired volume at 3:55
p.m., in order to include NYSE "d-Quote" orders in the auction imbalance total, since the
dissemination of d-Quote imbalances is suppressed prior to that time. Id.
40

Of the 368,374 total auctions occurring between January 2, 2017 and September 29, 2017
that the Exchange reviewed, 166,374 of those auctions included imbalances of 50% or
more of the paired volume at 3:55 p.m. Id.

41

The Exchange, like NYSE, utilized the price difference between the last sale and the
official closing price to determine the impact on the closing auction because the
Exchange believes this is a reasonable measure of the quality of the price discovery
process during the closing auction. See NYSE Rule 123C(9)(a)(l)(iv) (stating, "[T]he
DMM will close the security the earlier of the order acceptance cut-off time or if the
imbalance is paired off at or reasonably contiguous to the last sale price. For purposes of
this Rule., a price reasonably contiguous to the last sale price is within cents of the last
sale price and would be a price point that during a regular closing auction would not be
considered a dislocating closing price as compared to the last sale price").

42

See the Exchange's Third Letter at page 3, supra note 12.

43

Id at pages 3 -4.

44

See NYSE Petition at page 16, supra note 5.

12

Order that, while securities with an ADV of less than 10,000 shares appear the most volatile,
they account for a very small percentage of the overall auction volume, and such single stock
volatility is more likely indicative of the applicable security's trading characteristics than the
perceived impact of off-exchange closing volume. 45 The Exchange's analysis included a review
of a broad and substantial data set that supported the Exchange's conclusion that the amount of
off-exchange closing volume has little to no relationship to the quality of the price discovery
process in the primary listing market's closing auction. 46
Unlike the Exchange, NYSE and Nasdaq did not provide the Staff with data that
supported any of their assertions. For example, NYSE provided data concerning price
differences, but limited the data's scope to closing auctions with less than 1,000 shares,
imbalances of 50% or more of the paired shares as of 3 :50 p.m. Eastern Time, and closing
auctions for which more than 75% of the total closing volume occurred off-exchange between
January 2, 2017 and September 29, 2017. NYSE failed to mention how many closing auctions

45

See the Exchange's Third Letter at pages 3 -4, supra note 12. See also Order at page
3213, supra note 4. The Staff stated in the Order, "[f]or example, small stocks tend to
have high trading costs (e.g., wider spreads, thinner order books) and more volatility on
average," and "[t]herefore, it is possible that the price differences observed by the
commenter could be due to differences in liquidity or other factors not controlled for in
the analysis, rather than the levels of off-exchange MOC activity."

46

See the Exchange's Third Letter at pages 3 -4, supra note 12. NYSE contends that it is
not valid to rely on data concerning off-exchange closing match services, supposedly
because many more market participants might use Choe Market Close, given that it is
operated by an exchange, and that therefore the effect on the price discovery process
would be greater than under current conditions. See NYSE Petition at page 17, supra
note 5. This is conjecture and is unsupported by the data provided. Moreover, NYSE
itself supplied data on off-exchange closing volume, an action that contradicts NYSE's
current effort to dismiss the significance of such data. See letter from Elizabeth K. King,
General Counsel, and Corporate Secretary, NYSE, to Mr. Brent J. Fields, Secretary,
Commission, dated November 3, 2017 at pages 3 -4.
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were included in its data set. The Exchange estimated that the number of auctions included in
NYSE's data set was less than one hundredth of I% of all auctions and therefore was of no
statistical significance. 47
NYSE also argues that the Staff should not have relied on the DERA analysis to reach
conclusions about whether Choe Market Close would materially affect the price discovery
process during the closing auction. 48 The DERA Analysis did not itself make predictions, but
rather explored the correlation between existing off-exchange activity and the price discovery
process performed by closing auctions. 49 The DERA Analysis concluded that there was no
evidence to suggest that existing levels of fragmentation at the close due to off-exchange MOC
closing volume negatively impact the price discovery process performed by the primary listing
markets. 50

The Order thoughtfully addresses NYSE's criticisms of the DERA Analysis and

properly concludes that the DERA Analysis provided "some insight in considering whether there
would likely be potential negative impacts on the price discovery process in the closing auctions of
the primary listing exchanges that would occur from executing MOC orders on a venue other than
the primary listing market." 51
Contrary to NYSE's contention, 52 the Staff did not reverse the burden of proof on the
price discovery issue. The Exchange met its burden of proof on this issue by producing a broad

47

See the Exchange's Third Letter at page 3, supra note 12.

48

See NYSE Petition at page 17, supra note 5.

49

See DERA Analysis, supra note 26.

50

Id at page 8. This finding was also supported by the data and analyses provided by the
Exchange. See the Exchange's First, Second and Third Letters, supra note 12.

51

See Order at pages 2315 - 2316, supra note 5.

52

See NYSE Petition at page 18, supra note 5.
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data set that established that current off-exchange MOC volume, which does not participate in
the primary listing market's closing auction but is simply executed at the official closing price,
has had no effect on price discovery. 53 This is compelling evidence that Choe Market Close also
would have no such effect. Despite the Staffs request for data, neither NYSE nor Nasdaq
provided convincing data to respond to the Exchange' s evidence or to support their repeated
claims that implementation of the Proposal would undermine the price discovery process in their
closing auctions. As the Staff found, the data produced by NYSE and Nasdaq was meticulously
groomed and selective and ignored larger trends that disproved NYSE's and Nasdaq's own
assertions. 54 In short, rather than shifting the burden of proof on this issue, the Staff simply
concluded correctly that NYSE and Nasdaq did not convincingly rebut the Exchange's data that
Choe Market Close would have no adverse effect on price discovery in the primary listing
markets' closing auctions.

b.

The Proposal Would Not Introduce Materially More Market
Fragmentation than Already Exists

The Staff correctly found that the Proposal would not create material new fragmentation
at the close, and the Staff based this finding on data provided by the Exchange that neither NYSE
nor Nasdaq disputed. The Exchange provided data to the Staff showing that a significant amount
of trading volume at the close already occurs on venues other than the primary listing exchanges.
NYSE and Nasdaq themselves contribute to this situation by conducting their own competing
closing auctions on a broad base of securities for which they are not the primary listing market.
In addition, off-exchange venues currently siphon significant order flow at the close from the
primary listing markets by offering executions at the official closing price established during the

53

See the Exchange's Third Letter at pages 2-4, supra note 12.

54

See Order at pages 3212- 3218, supra note 4.
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primary exchange's closing auction. For example, the Exchange compared off-exchange volume
executed at the official closing price to volume executed at the primary listing market's closing
auctions from January 2, 2017 through September 28, 2017. 55 The Exchange found that off
exchange volume executed at the official closing price represented approximately 30% of
comparable Nasdaq closing auction volume for Nasdaq-listed securities and approximately 23%
of comparable NYSE closing auction volume for NYSE-listed securities. This off-exchange
volume represented approximately $270 billion and $426 billion in notional volume in Nasdaq
listed and NYSE-listed securities, respectively. 56 As explained above, these many alternative
venues for executions at the official closing price have no adverse effect on the price discovery
process occurring during the primary listing markets' closing auctions. Consequently, there is no
basis to believe that Choe Market Close would negatively contribute to meaningful additional
fragmentation to the detriment of the price discovery process in those closing auctions.
The Staff was also correct not to base its findings regarding fragmentation on whether the
Choe Market Close would be successful. That was not the standard when NYSE Arca' s and
Nasdaq's competing auctions were approved by the Commission, and it should not be the
standard here. 57 The Commission also did not consider the potential success of the trading floor

55

The Exchange collected the data for transactions executed at the official closing price for
NYSE and Nasdaq listed securities reported to the TRF from January 2, 2017 to
September 28, 2017. The TRF transactions were reported between 4:00 PM and 4:20PM.

56

Source. Cboe internal data, available upon request.

57

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 55721 (May 7, 2007), 72 FR 27344 (May 15,
2007) (SR-NASDAQ-2007-047) (Notice of Filing and Immediate Effectiveness of
Proposed Rule Change To Establish an Opening and Closing Cross for Securities Listed
on the NYSE, Amex, and Regional Exchanges). See also Securities Exchange Act
Release No. 78015 (June 8, 2016), 81 FR 38747 (June 14, 2016) (SR-NYSE-2016-18)
and (SR-NYSEMKT-2016-31).
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proposed by the BOX Options Exchange, Inc. ("BOX") when approving that proposal. 58 The
Exchange Act does not require that the Commission speculate as to whether a new product will
be successful in deciding whether to approve an exchange filing. The Proposal must simply be
consistent with the Exchange Act, and the Staff correctly found that the Proposal meets that
standard.

c.

The Proposal Would Not Increase Market Complexity or Operational
Risk

The Staff correctly found that the Proposal would not increase market complexity or
operational risk. The Proposal is quite simple. It would provide a straightforward crossing
process that would match only one order type, MOC orders, at one time (3:35 p.m.) that is well
before the cut-off time of the primary listing markets. Today, market participants already have
numerous destinations to which they can choose to send their MOC orders. These alternatives
range from the primary listing markets' auction, the competing auctions that other exchanges
provide (including competing auctions that NYSE and Nasdaq provide for securities for which
they are not the primary listing market), and off-exchange venues that provide MOC executions
at the official closing price. The Proposal simply adds an additional venue where MOC orders
may be routed.
The Staff correctly based its finding upon the simplicity of Cboe Market Close and upon
the fact that no rule or regulation would require a market participant to send its MOC orders to
Cboe Market Close for execution. 59 The Staff correctly rejected the argument that "monitoring
the Bats Auction Feed or having an additional venue to submit MOC interest would significantly

58

See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 81292 (August 2, 2017), 82 FR 37144, at
37154 (August 8, 2017) (SR-BOX-2016-48).

59

See Order at pages 3217, supra note 4.
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increase complexity or impose substantial burdens on market participants. " 60 The Staff further
stated that, because the Exchange would disseminate the amount of paired shares well in advance
of the order entry cut-off times for the primary listing markets' closing auctions, the Proposal "is
reasonably designed to give market participants adequate time to review the necessary data,
make informed decisions about closing order submission, and route orders to the primary listing
exchange when desired." 61 Other commenters agreed with the Staff's finding and further argued
that the Proposal would enhance resiliency of the closing auction process by adding one
additional venue where market participants can obtain an execution at the official closing price. 62
To the extent Choe Market Close would introduce any additional complexity, the Staff
correctly concluded that market participants would be able to weigh the value of receiving an
execution in Choe Market Close against any perceived additional complexity or risks in doing
so.

Moreover, the Staff accurately concluded that any perceived complexity created by Choe

Market Close would be mitigated because the Exchange would disseminate the total amount of
matched MOC orders well in advance of the primary exchange's closing auction. 63 Doing so
would provide market participants with ample time to decide where to route the unmatched
portion of any order that initially had been submitted to Choe Market Close. The Staff also

60

See id at page 3218, supra note 4.

61

Id.

62

See letters to Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Commission, from Venu Palaparthi, SVP,
Compliance, Regulatory and Government Affairs, dated June 12, 2017 ("Virtu Letter");
and Theodore R. Lazo, Managing Director and Associate General Counsel, SIFMA,
dated June 13, 2017 ("SIFMA Letter l ").

63

See Order at pages 3218, supra note 4.
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correctly stated, and another commenter agreed, 64 that market participants in closing auctions
likely already subscribe to multiple data feeds and that it therefore would not add any material
operational risk or increase complexity for interested parties to subscribe, if they chose to do so,
to one additional feed, particularly when that feed would involve only a limited amount of
additional data at a single point in time. 65
NYSE and Nasdaq have argued that the Proposal should be rejected because additional
complexity and risk would be created if other exchanges copied the Proposal and ultimately
distributed data that market participants might choose to monitor. 66 Market participants would
not be required to subscribe to or monitor Choe Market Close or any additional feeds that other
exchanges might create to compete with Choe Market Close. Instead, market participants would
be able to choose whether to utilize such a facility and, in doing so, would be able to weigh any
perceived additional complexity caused by Choe Market Close or the hypothesized similar
programs of competing exchanges against the efficacy and value that those alternatives provide.
The Staff justly based its decision based on the proposal before them, and not on speculation
about whether additional exchanges might seek to implement a similar feature or about the effect
that imitation might have on market complexity. This approach is consistent with how the

64

See letter from Ray Ross, Chief Technology Officer, Clearpool Group, to Brent J. Fields,
Secretary, Commission, dated June 12, 2017 ("Clearpool Letter").

65

See Order at page 3218, supra note 4.

66

See NYSE Petition at pages 20-21, supra note 5. See also letter from Edward S.
Knight, Executive Vice President and General Counsel, Nasdaq, Inc., dated June 12,
2017 at 8.
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Commission always evaluates proposed new functionality. The Staff properly does not base its
decision on speculation about whether others might mimic that functionality. 67

d.

The Proposal Would Not Create Any Additional Manipulation Risks,
and the Exchange's Rules are Reasonably Designed to Address Any
Such Conduct

The Staff correctly found that the Proposal is consistent with the requirements of Section
6(b)(5) of the Exchange Act- namely, that the rules of a national securities exchange be
designed to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices. Some commenters
expressed concern that matching shares at 3:35 p.m. could provide informational advantages to
market participants whose orders are not matched or are only partially executed in Choe Market
Close. The Staff correctly observed that this concern is not novel, as informational asymmetries
exist today and are inherent in trading, including during the closing auction process. 68 As the
Staff accurately pointed out, any party to a trade gains insights regarding the depth of the market
when that person's order is executed in whole or in part. 69 For example, in NYSE's closing
auction, NYSE's Designated Market Makers and Floor Brokers receive auction imbalance
information that is not simultaneously available to other market participants. 70 Receiving a
partial execution or no execution at all via Cboe Market Close would not reveal the overall

67

See e.g. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 78101 (June 17, 2016), 81 FR 41142 (June
23, 2016) (File No. 10-222) (In the Matter of the Application of: Investors' Exchange,
LLC for Registration as a National Securities Exchange; Findings, Opinion, and Order of
the Commission) (adopting a 350 microsecond order processing delay). See also
Securities Exchange Act Release No. 80700 (May 16, 2017),
82 FR 23381 (May 22, 2017) (SR-NYSEMKT-2017-05) (Order Approving Proposed
Rule Change Amending Rules 7.29E and I.IE To Provide for a Delay Mechanism).
NYSE MKT' s proposed delay is identical to the delay implemented by IEX.

68

See Order at page 3219, supra note 4.

69

See id.

70

See NYSE Rule 123C(6)(b).
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supply and demand for the security as of the MOC Cut-off time, and in any event that overall
supply and demand would remain subject to change between the MOC Cut-Off Time and the
close. Rather, as the Staff correctly stated in the Order, any information derived from a partial
execution or no execution likely would not be particularly useful in comparison to other
information that might be available. 71 While one might be able to determine the direction of an
imbalance by receiving a partial execution or no execution, the Staff correctly observed that the
party would not be able to determine the overall size of the imbalance on BZX, and that such
information would pertain only to the single pool of MOC orders on BZX and would not reveal
anything about the MOC imbalance across all markets. 72 Therefore, the Staff correctly found
that the "utility of this information is also limited" 73 and that the potential for "increased
manipulation due to informational asymmetries is negligible. " 74
The Staff correctly found that, notwithstanding the potential informational asymmetries
discussed above, the Proposal would not increase the potential for manipulation and, as the
Exchange explained, its current and anticipated surveillance procedures are designed to detect
and deter any manipulative activity that may occur. 75 Such surveillance would not be limited to
trading activity that occurs solely on the Exchange, but would also include cross market
surveillance conducted by FINRA on the Exchange's behalf. The Exchange committed to
working with FINRA to enhance its existing cross market surveillance procedures as well as to
provide relevant trading information to NYSE and Nasdaq as part of the Exchange's obligations

71

See Order at page 3219, supra note 4.

72

Id.

73

Id.

74

Id.
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See the Choe Fourth Letter, supra note 13. See also Order at page 3220, supra note 4.
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as a member of the Intermarket Surveillance Group. For the reasons stated above and in its
Order, the Staff correctly found that the Proposal would not increase the potential for
manipulative activity and that the Exchange's surveillance process and anticipated enhancements
were designed to detect possible manipulation.

e.

The Staff Correctly Found that the Proposal Would Not Impose Any
Burden on Competition that is Not Necessary or Appropriate in
Furtherance of the Purposes of the Exchange Act

The Staff correctly found that the Proposal does not impose a burden on competition that
is not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the Exchange Act. The Staff stated that the
availability of Choe Market Close "will inject competition into the closing process to the
ultimate benefit of market participants generally, which could include price and execution
quality competition. " 76 Choe intends that the price competition from Choe Market Close will
result in lower fees for market participants seeking an execution of MOC orders at the official
closing price. 77
NYSE contends that it is not clear that investors would benefit from lower fees, because
broker-dealers might not pass along those fee reductions to their customers. 78 Even if broker
dealers do not directly pass through lower fees to their customers, those customers could still
receive indirect benefits from the lower execution fees - because of general fee reductions from
broker-dealers or through other improvements that the broker-dealers could make due to their
cost savings.

76

See Order at page 3222, supra note 4.

77

See supra note 20.

78

See NYSE Petition at pages 10 - 11, supra note 5.
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Nasdaq asserts that the Staff failed to address whether enhanced price competition
undermines fair and orderly markets. 79 The competitive benefits of lower fees are readily
apparent. Nasdaq fails to explain how, much less to offer any factual basis to believe that, price
competition somehow would be harmful to the markets. Moreover, Nasdaq's vague suggestion
about the supposed negative effects of price competition is inconsistent with how Nasdaq has
touted the benefits of price competition when Nasdaq has amended its fees as part of a
competitive effort to retain or attract additional order flow during continuous trading. 80
Moreover, Choe Market Close would create benefits to market participants beyond price
competition. Offering executions through Choe Market Close for a lower fee than charged by
the primary listing market would not alone attract order flow. In addition to competing on price,
exchanges also compete based on execution quality, depth of liquidity, novelty and usefulness of
innovative products, comprehensive platforms, as well as resilient technology. NYSE contends
that the Staff erred in stating that Choe could compete on execution quality, supposedly because
the execution quality at best would be the same since orders would be filled at the same price as
on the primary exchange. 81 However, Choe Market Close would not attract order flow just
because it is cheap. To compete, the Exchange would need to build Choe Market Close into a

79

See Nasdaq Petition at page 5, supra note 5.

80

See, e.g., Securities Exchange Act Release Nos. 82790 (February 28, 2018), 83 FR 9351
(March 5, 2018) (SR-NASDAQ-2018-013); 82068 (November 14, 2017), 82 FR 55128
(November 20,2017) (SR-NASDAQ-2017-120); and 75876 (September 10, 2015), 80
FR 55661 (September 16, 2015) (SR-NASDAQ-2015-105).

81

See NYSE Petition at pages 11 - 12, supra note 5. NYSE suggests that execution quality
actually might be worse under Choe Market Close, because an order sent to the Exchange
would become irrevocable earlier than an MOC order sent to the primary listing market.
Market participants should be able to decide for themselves whether earlier irrevocability
of their MOC order is more or less important to them than the lower price and the other
benefits of using Choe Market Close.
23

viable alternative venue to which market participants will choose to send their orders. In
response to the competition from Choe Market Close, it is reasonable to expect that the primary
listing markets would seek to improve the quality and performance of their auctions. Those
developments in turn likely would lead the Exchange to attempt to improve Choe Market Close
through technology enhancements in order to continue to attract MOC order flow. The Staff,
therefore, correctly found that the Proposal could benefit market participants in ways beyond
price competition. As the Staff stated, "implementation of Choe Market Close could incent other
venues, including the primary listing exchanges and off-exchange matching venues, to continue to
innovate and compete to attract MOC orders to their closing auctions, which may include lowering
transaction fees and other improvements, to the benefit of market participants generally."82 The
Staff, therefore, correctly found that the proposal would enhance competition at the close in a
manner consistent with the Exchange Act.
NYSE and Nasdaq argued that the Proposal would impose an unnecessary burden on
competition, because Choe allegedly would be allowed to "free-ride" on the investments the
· primary exchanges have made in their closing auctions, without Choe having to bear any of the
costs or risks associated with conducting its own closing auction. In assessing the "free-riding"
argument, the Staff weighed the primary listing markets' concern about having a competitor use
their closing prices against the potential enhanced competition that Choe Market Close would
provide. 83 The Staff rightly found that the Proposal does not impose a burden on competition not
necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the Exchange Act. The Staffjustly stated that it

82

See Order at page 3222, supra note 4.

83

Id
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expects that Choe Market Close would introduce competition that should result in lower fees for
executions at the official closing price, as well as other benefits. 84
Moreover, as the Exchange has previously stated and as the Order noted, 85 no rule or
regulation provides the primary listing market with control over how other market participants
use the official closing pricing in their matching engines. The official closing price is
disseminated via the applicable Securities Information Processor pursuant to national market
system plans approved by the Commission under Rule 608 of Regulation NMS. The concept of
an official closing price was approved by the operating committees of each securities
information processor, of which the Exchange is a participant. No rule or regulation prohibits
the Exchange from using the official closing price in executing transactions. 86 The Staff
therefore correctly found that Choe Market Close would not result in a competitive burden that is
not necessary or appropriate in furtherance of the Exchange Act. 87
Lastly, with regard to the suggestion that the Proposal did not sufficiently justify any
potential burden on competition with broker-dealers that offer order matching services, the Staff
carefully analyzed the Proposal in light of its prior disapproval ofNasdaq's Benchmark Order. 88
The Staff correctly concluded that an inappropriate burden on competition does not exist solely
because a national securities exchange proposes to offer functionality similar to that of a broker-

84

Id.

85

Id.

86

See Cboe's Second letter, supra note 12.

87

See Order at page 3222 - 3223, supra note 4.

88

Id. See also Cboe's First Letter, supra note 12 (arguing that the Commission disapproved
Nasdaq's proposed Benchmark Order not because it imposed an unnecessary burden on
competition, but rather because it primarily raised issues under the Market Access Rule,
Rule l 5c3-5 under the Exchange Act, 17 CFR 240.15c3-5).
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dealer. 89 The Staff rightly considered the broader context of the anticipated competitive benefits
that the Proposal would create by providing such a service on a national securities exchange,
including lower fees, increased transparency, and the other regulatory controls that would
accompany such an exchange facility.90

III.

CONCLUSION

Accordingly, the Proposal is consistent with the Exchange Act, and the significant
benefits that Cboe Market Close would confer on investors outweigh any concerns raised by the
primary listing markets or commenters. The Commission therefore should affirm the Order and
approve the Proposal.
DATED: April 12, 2018
Respectfully Submitted,

Patrick Sexton
Executive Vice P resident, General Counsel & Corporate Secretary
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See Order at page 3223, supra note 4.
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Any changes to Cboe Market Close would be filed with the Commission pursuant to
Section 19(b)(I) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(l), and Rule 19b-4 thereunder,
17 CFR 240. l 9b-4. Cboe Market Close would operate on the Exchange's reliable SCI
systems, furthering the Commission's presumed desire for liquidity at the c lose to be
conducted on SCI systems.
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